
Worksheet F1-1 R1: 01

A. defend defend defend defence

B. course court course course

C. trick track track track

D. skate skate kite skate

E. boots boots boot boots

F. basketball basketball baseball basketball

G. goal goal goal golf

H. gloves loves gloves gloves

A. Footballers try to score in goals nets baskets .

B. Hockey players hit the ball with a bat stick club .

C. Baseball is played on a court rink diamond .

D. Sports teach children about team jobs teamwork team play .

E. You win in tennis if you get more points matches sets .

F. Rugby is played between two teams players sides .

G. You can watch some sports at a theatre stadium circle .

H. Some people don’t think boxing is a game activity sport .

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F1-1 R2: 02

3. Read and check.

1. Read. Write. Tick (✔) in the correct column.

2. Read. Find the ending for each sentence. Write the number.

1. Footballers try to score

2. Basketball players try to get the ball

3. Golfers try to put the ball

4. Pitchers in baseball try to throw the ball

5. Boxers try to put their opponent

6. Ice hockey players move very fast

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

in a small hole.

in the basket.

on the floor of the ring.

on their skates.

past the batter.

past the goalkeeper.

Player Playing area Equipment

atta er

b ts

b er

c b

c rse

c rt

de nder

di ond

gl es

g lkeeper

he et

i    rink

s tes

pi h

p l

ba er

rin

sti

tra
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Worksheet F1-1 R3: 03

1. Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form 
a word that fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning.

2. Read and check.

Many schools make competitive sport  . 

Why do they (1)  to do this?  One reason is 

that team games help in the physical (2)  of 

children.  They learn co-ordination of different parts of the 

body. 

Secondly, they also improve a child’s (3)  with 

other children.  Team games teach children about different 

roles.  For example, children who play in (4)  

should not try to score goals or points or baskets all the time. 

Sport also helps children to deal with winning and losing, 

success and (5)  .  It also keeps them fit.

Competitive activity is certainly very useful for (6)  

children.  But (7)  activities, like dance 

and yoga, can also be (8)  .  Perhaps schools 

should allow children to choose between different types of 

physical (9)  . 

compulsory

Practice for FIRST test (Type 3)
Reading a text  and writing the missing words:  word formation

Physical education at school

COMPEL

DECISION

DEVELOP

COOPERATE

DEFEND

FAIL

SPORT

COMPETE

VALUE

ACTION
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Worksheet F1-2 R1: 04

A. selfish selfish selfish she’ll fish

B. generous generous generously generous

C. calm claim calm calm

D. sensible sensible sensitive sensible

E. enthusiasm enthusiastic enthusiastic enthusiastic

F. police polite polite polite

G. intellectual intellectual intelligent intellectual

H. energetic energetic energetic energy

A. My best friend is lovely. She’s so mean stupid kind .

B. He helps everyone. He’s very genuine generous gently .

C. She makes clever jokes. She’s witty strange comedy .

D. You look very anxious. Please calm up off down .

E. He wants to be a manager. He’s very brave ambitious unselfish .

F. She used to be energetic. Now she’s lazy calm friendly .

G. He’s selfish. He only ever thinks about her others himself .

H. It’s a difficult situation but you’re very calm stressed anxious .

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word or phrase.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F1-2 R2: 05

3. Read and check.

1. Read. Write. Find and number the definitions.

2. Read. Find an opposite adjective for some of the words above. Write the number.

1. gorg s

2. symp th t c

3. int ll ct l

4. w tty

5. enth s stic

6. gen r s

7. c lm

8. en rg t c

9. ch ky

10. sens bl

11. self sh

12. amb t s

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

always listens when people give their problems

clever, able to understand complicated things

doesn’t do stupid things; behaves in a reasonable way

gets excited about things

gives money, time etc. to other people

handsome or beautiful

never gets excited in a problem situation

never stops moving around, always doing something

never thinks about anybody else

says rude things (used in particular about a child)

thinks of funny things to say very quickly

wants to be very successful in some way

 unselfish

 anxious

 mean

 lazy

 polite

 ugly

 unambitious

 stupid

 uninterested
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Worksheet F1-2 R3: 06

2. Read and check.

1. Read the text below and decide which answer best fits each gap. Tick (✔) the answer.

B every

B looking

B behind

B like

B say

B imagine

B too

B No

B good

B talking

C all

C seeing

C with

C such

C tell

C believe

C so

C Not

C right

C describing

Personality is the set of things which make people different from (1)  other. 

We decide the personality of a friend or acquaintance by (2)  at the way they 

normally behave. 

Often, we put a personality adjective (3)  the verb ‘to be’.  For example, we 

can say ‘He’s generous’ or ‘She’s kind’.  But if we use a negative personality adjective, 

(4)  ‘rude’ or ‘stupid’, we should be careful with the sentence structure. If we 

use the verb ‘be’, we (5)  that the person always behaves in that way.  For 

example, (6)  your friend is normally (7)  sensible, but one day 

he or she says something which you think is stupid. (8)  thinking, you say, 

‘You’re stupid!’  That sort of statement is very hurtful.  It’s (9)  to say something 

like ‘That was a stupid thing to say’.   You are now (10)  about your friend’s 

statement, not their personality.

Personality adjectives

Practice for FIRST test (Type 1)
Reading a text  and choosing the missing word for each gap:  multiple-choice cloze

D one

D thinking

D after

D example

D speak

D dream

D much

D Without

D OK

D defining

A each

A considering

A next

A including

A suggest

A think

A very

A Never

A better

A explaining

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
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Worksheet F1-3 R1: 07

A. on time on time one time on time

B. at that time at any time at that time at that time

C. at all times at all times at times at all times

D. in time in time in time on time

E. sometimes sometime sometimes sometimes

F. by the time by the time at the time by the time

G. half time have time have time have time

H. this time this time this time that time

A. Stop writing. Your time is off up gone .

B. Last summer, I had the time of my life days age .

C. We spent a lot of time but it was used wasted lost .

D. I thought I had enough time but I ran off ran away ran out .

E. You can’t park here at all time any times any time .

F. He’s rude. I’ve got no time of him to him for him .

G. I’m tired. I really need some time rest off down .

H. Where were you living at that time those times the times ?

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word or phrase.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F1-3 R2: 08

2. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

A.  the time I got to the meeting, it had already started.

B.  your time and tell the story in your own words.

C. I arrived  time despite my problems on the journey.

D. I’m sorry. I ran  of time so I couldn’t do the shopping.

E. We were just  time for the start of the film.

F. I thought I would have the time  my life but the holiday was awful!

G. Thomas Edison is the greatest inventor  all time.

H. I asked for time  to look after my child but the manager said no.

I. I don’t have time  talk to you now. See me at lunchtime.

J. No parking here at  time.

K. Your time is  . Please stop writing now.

L. I have no time  his behaviour. I’ve told him several times.

M. We used to live in London.   that time, I worked in a bank.

N. Please keep your bag with you  all times. 

O. I see him  time to time.

P.  upon a time, a princess lived in a castle.

Q. I thought I would enjoy the club, but it was a  of time.

R. It was a good game. At  time we were winning but we lost.

S. He tried to explain the problem. I had a  time understanding.

1. Read. Write one word in each time phrase.
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Worksheet F1-3 R3: 09

1. Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in 
each gap. There is an example at the beginning.

2. Read and check.

to

Practice for FIRST test (Type 2)
Reading a text  and writing the missing word for each gap:  open cloze

I’m not very good at managing time.  I used  get a diary for my birthday 

every year.  I took it everywhere (1)  me and I wrote all my appointments 

and important events in (2)  , like when I had to give in homework or 

my sister’s birthday.  But (3)  I got a laptop, I thought, ‘I’ll put all my 

appointments and everything in the computer diary.  I (4)  need the 

paper diary anymore.‘ 

But, for some reason, I often forget to put things in it.  And even when I remember, I 

usually miss the important event (5)  I don’t really know what the date is, 

or even the day of the week, most of the time.  My friends tell me that a computer 

diary should remind me (6)  that doesn’t seem to happen all the time. 

As a result, I have (7)  terrible reputation with my teachers, my friends 

and my family.  I’m never (8)  time for meetings, if I even remember 

to go at (9)  .   I suddenly discover that a project is due tomorrow and I’ve 

(10)  out of time to complete it. 

(11)  it’s stressful at times, I don’t really want to change the way I behave. 

I like not knowing the date or the day (12)  even the hour. Perhaps I 

manage time by forgetting about it … most of the time.

Managing time
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Worksheet F1-4 R1: 10

A. car car care car

B. accident incident accident accident

C. foot foot foot food

D. interest interesting interest interest

E. secretly secret secret secret

F. private private pirate private

G. publicly publicly publicly publicity

H. chance change chance chance

A. We didn’t plan it. It happened by chance sudden luck .

B. She planned it. She did it on reason purpose cause .

C. They flew there. It was quicker on plane by flight by air .

D. We missed the bus so went on feet walking foot .

E. Sorry. I can’t stop! I’m in a hurry race speed .

F. I gave him eggs and got cheese in back return turn .

G. Do you prefer to do things on your self own only ?

H. How do you feel about speaking in people audience public ?

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F1-4 R2: 11

2. Read and check.

1. Read. Complete the adverbial phrases in each sentence.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

A. We usually go on holiday   t  , but it would have taken too 

 long last summer, so we went by air.

B. She offered to take the kids to school and,    r  , he did all the 

 washing up.

C. We told them about our plans,    s  , but they went and told 

 everyone.

D. I met my friends   a  while I was shopping. We hadn’t 

 planned to meet but I was delighted to see them.

E. ‘I’m really sorry but I didn’t do it   p  ,’  I said, as they looked at 

 me   a  . ’I was     h  and I 

 didn’t see the cat.’

F. I’m afraid we can’t go any further   c  .  The road finishes here. 

 We’ll have to finish the journey   f  .

G. I don’t like working with other people. I prefer to do things   m  ,

 I mean,      o  .

H. They listened to me   i  .  Then they said they understood my 

 difficult position but,    s  , they couldn’t help me.

I.   p  ,  some politicians say one thing but,   p  ,

 they do something different.

J. While I was choosing my lottery numbers last week,    c  ,  I 

 saw a lorry with the registration 528. I put down those numbers, and I won!

by rain
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Worksheet F1-4 R3: 12

1. You are going to read a passage about using adverbs. Five sentences have been removed 
from the passage. Choose from A – F the sentence which fits each gap. Write the letter. 

 There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.

2. Read and check.

There are four main types of adverbs in English.  They are frequency, place, time and 

manner.  (1)   Then you can start to make a note of exceptions.

You can always put a frequency adverb before a verb to make a sentence, like ‘I always 

go to the mall at the weekend’.   (2)   In this case, the adverb must go after the verb.   

We make sentences like ‘He is often late’.   With an auxiliary, like ‘have’, or a modal, such as 

‘will’ or ‘would’, a frequency adverbs goes after the auxiliary.  We have sentences such as 

‘I’ve never seen Star Wars’.

Adverbs of place, time and manner are different.  (3)   So, you can say things like 

‘We met our friends there’ or ‘I’ll see you tomorrow’ or ‘I did it by accident’. 

Once you can use these basic word order rules correctly, start to look for variations 

when you are reading.  Good writers like to move all four types of adverbs around.  

(4)   The most common change is to put the adverbial at the beginning of a 

sentence, if that is allowed.  (5)   Some frequency adverbs can move like this, so 

we have ‘Sometimes, we have lunch outside’.   But note that you normally cannot move 

‘always’ or ‘never’ to the start of a sentence.

Practice for FIRST test (Type 6)
Reading and choosing the missing text for cohesion and coherence:  gapped text

A. It is good to learn the basic position of each type. 

B. So you will find things like ‘At first, we were happy’. 

C. The only exception is with the verb ‘be’.  

D. There are also degree adverbs, like ‘almost’ or ‘completely’.

E. They can always go at the end of a sentence or clause. 

F. They do this to make sentences more interesting. 

Using adverbs
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Worksheet F1-5 R1: 13

A. right right rights right

B. marriage married married married

C. neighbours neighbours neighbours neighbourhood

D. donate donate donate don’t

E. volunteer volunteer voluntary volunteer

F. sponsor sponsor sponsorship sponsor

G. support sport support support

H. young young young youth

A. People in modern societies have right a right rights .

B. Children get more rights as they grow up get up grow old .

C. In your society, when can a girl get married wedding marriage ?

D. At what age can a person drive a scooter motorbike car ?

E. Responsibilities are things you should do can do will do .

F. Poor people should be taken care to in of .

G. It is good to help local charities volunteers sponsors .

H. Find something which you can done donor donate .

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word or phrase.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F1-5 R2: 14

2. Read and check.

1. Read. Complete the words. Then look. Find the photograph. Write the letter.

1.  He has just asked her to m  him.  She’s 

 16 so she must get her parents’ p  .

2.  He has just had his 16th birthday so he has the 

 r  to ride a s  .

3.  He’s not going on holiday.  He’s l  

 home to go to u  in another city.

4.  He’s v  in an election for his favourite 

 p  party.

5.  My sister does a lot of v  work for a 

 charity.  She collects d  of clothing. 

6.  She l  school last month and she 

 has just started a f  job.

7.  The y  boy loves playing games with

 his e  grandfather.

8. This is my n  .   It’s a nice place 

where people s  each other.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
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Worksheet F1-5 R3: 15

1. Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form 
a word that fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning.

2. Read and check.

People who live in a modern  have a large number of 

rights which are fixed by the law of the country.  Rights are the 

things which a society gives to its (1)  .  For example, 

people have a right to find (2)  and to be treated 

fairly by their employer.  Children have a right to 

free (3)  up to a certain age.  In many countries, 

people who are very poor have a right to receive (4)   

benefit from the state.  In most modern countries, adults have the 

right to vote in (5)  .

With rights come (6)  which are the things that 

people should give back, such as ensuring that all the people in a 

(7)  are looked after.  In particular, this applies 

to the very young and the elderly, and people who are living in 

(8)  , or people who, for whatever reason, are 

(9)  .

society

Practice for FIRST test (Type 3)
Reading a text  and writing the missing words:  word formation

Rights and responsibilities

SOCIAL

CITY

EMPLOY

SCHOOL

FINANCE

ELECT

RESPONSE

NEIGHBOUR

POOR

HOME
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Worksheet F1-6 R1: 16

A. power power poorer power

B. pollute pollute pollute pollution

C. cycling recycling recycling recycling

D. solar solar slower solar

E. fuel full fuel fuel

F. forest forest first forest

G. loss loss loss lose

H. source sauce source source

A. Energy from coal and oil is not    green black white .

B. The source of this energy can’t be    renewed reduced recycled .

C. We need to find other ways to make    electric electrical electricity .

D. Energy from the Sun is called     sunshine solar power sun power .

E. We can also get energy from wind and    river stream water .

F. All types of energy are too expensive to   buy save waste .

G. And every one of us can help by saving it them that .

H. Look for ways of saving in your time home life .

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F1-6 R2: 17

2. Read and check.

1. Read. Complete the words. Then find the photograph for each paragraph. Write the letter.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

Along with wind, it is one the oldest sources of 

p  for driving machinery, like a mill for 

turning wheat into flour. Now it produces cheap 

green e  .

The app on the tablet registers the t  

of every part of the building so builders can 

improve the insulation in the parts with the greatest 

heat l  .

A lot of trees were cut down in this area to provide 

w  for furniture. Now, a million young trees 

have been planted to make a new f  .

The p  is largely automatic. The bottles are 

sorted into different types of p  because 

each type requires a different r  process. 

There is e  that the gases from vehicle 

engines cause serious illnesses, particularly in children.  

In the future, it is hoped that we can r  

all petrol and diesel vehicles with electric and 

hydrogen-powered ones with no h  gases.

There was once a lake here with fish which fed a 

large p  living on the banks. But the 

temperature has risen slightly and, as a result, the 

c  has changed so there is hardly any 

rainfall now.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L
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Worksheet F1-6 R3: 18

2. Read and check.

1. Read the text below and decide which answer best fits each gap. Tick (✔) the answer.

B release

B cause

B increase

B moves

B fuel

B carried

B repaired

B end

B areas

B less

C allow

C lead

C change

C flows

C engines

C brought

C replaced

C last

C sources

C never

Our planet faces a large number of problems. Vehicles and factories (1) 

harmful chemicals into the air. Many scientists believe that some of these chemicals are 

(2)  for a rise in average global temperatures and a (3)  

in the climate in many parts of the world. Dirty water from factories and housing 

(4)  into rivers and streams.  Forests are cut down to provide wood for 

(5)  and other uses, so less CO2 is (6)  out of the air. 

Plastic items are often only used once and then they are thrown away. Because a lot of 

plastic still can’t be (7)  ,  these items  (8)  up in landfill sites, 

or they are washed into the oceans where they kill sea creatures.

There are some solutions, including greener cars and factories which run on clean 

electricity from renewable (9)  .  And we can all help by reusing plastic 

items, and demanding that plastic is used (10)  as a wrapping material.

The environment: problems and solutions

Practice for FIRST test (Type 1)
Reading a text  and choosing the missing word for each gap:  multiple-choice cloze

D send

D produce

D rise

D rides

D fire

D taken

D reduced

D bury

D types

D not

A let

A responsible

A alter

A falls

A burn

A removed

A recycled

A go

A places

A little

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
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Worksheet F1-7 R1: 19

A. physical physical physical physics

B. war warn war war

C. cease cease case cease

D. aggressive agreement agreement agreement

E. compromise compromise compromise promise

F. behaviour behaving behaviour behaviour

G. violent violence violence violence

H. rise rise raise rise

A. Conflicts often occur between friendship friends friend .

B. A silly disagreement causes extension tense tension .

C. Maybe one person broke a compromise promise promises .

D. If there is no apology, tension rises raises rising .

E. Anger leads to aggressive behaving behaves behaviour .

F. Perhaps there is even physical violence violent violet .

G. Usually, though, friends make it off up .

H. Tension between them is falling falls fell .

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F1-7 R2: 20

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

1. Read. Write. Find and number the definitions.

2. Read and check.

1. a   c sefire

2. aggressive   behav r

3. an   agr ment

4. compr mises

5. falling   tens n

6. fr ndship

7. min r   disagreements

8. p ce   talks

9. physical   v lence

10. r sing   tension 

11. w r

changes in position to meet the views of 

the other side

discussing how to end the conflict

a temporary end to fighting while talks 

continue

each side gradually getting angrier with 

the other side

each side moving toward agreement with 

the other side.

enjoying the company of a person

hitting someone with hands, feet or a 

weapon

small differences of opinion which affect 

friendship

threatening someone with words and 

behaviour

two sides are fighting with weapons

two sides agreeing to proposals and, 

perhaps, shaking hands
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Worksheet F1-7 R3: 21

2. Read and check.

Practice for FIRST test (Type 2)

1. Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in 
each gap. There is an example at the beginning.

Why do conflicts start?

There is a theory from some psychologists that all conflicts between individuals 

start because of the same basic problem.

Conflicts begin, according (1)  the theory, when a person becomes 

dissatisfied with the behaviour of another person. Dissatisfaction, say 

psychologists, appears (2)  the second person delivers less than the 

first person was expecting. For example, imagine that you asked your friend to 

help you (3)  something over the weekend, (4)  he never 

turned up. When you next saw him, he had a very weak excuse for (5)  

coming as he had promised. You would be dissatisfied (6)  him 

because his delivery was less than your expectation.

Clearly,  (7)  you are really friends with the person, the next time you 

ask for help, your friend will (8)  his best to deliver, or even over-deliver 

to make you satisfied with him again. But if this doesn’t happen,  (9)  

minor disagreement may turn into a bigger conflict (10)  the two of 

you as the tension rises.

How does this theory help you to avoid conflict in your private life? (11)  

are two key things. Firstly, whenever you are asked to do something, or you offer 

to do something, make sure both you and the other person are very clear about 

(12)  exactly is to be expected. Secondly, make sure you always deliver 

as expected, (13)  explain clearly why this was not possible.

to

Reading a text  and writing the missing word for each gap:  open cloze
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Worksheet F1-8 R1: 22

A. angry angry angry anger

B. brave bravery brave brave

C. lucky luck luck luck

D. generous generous generosity generous

E. depressed depressed depressed depression

F. ambitious ambition ambitious ambitious

G. success success succeed success

H. cruelly cruelty cruelly cruelly

A. I hope that we will be successful succeed success .

B. In her work, she is very ambitions ambitious ambition .

C. Thank you for all your generally generous generosity .

D. The girl got a medal for her bravery bravely brave .

E. You really must be more careless care careful .

F. He was very rich but still impressed pressed depressed .

G. I was pleasantly surprised by his kind kindness unkindness .

H. She wasn’t just happy. She was delicious delighted miserable .

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F1-8 R2: 23

2. Read and check.

1. Read. Write the noun for each adjective.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

A. angry

B. afraid

C. ambitious

D. brave

E. careful

F. cruel

G. depressed

H. generous

I. happy

J. helpful

K. kind

L. lucky

M. sad

N. successful

O. sympathetic

P. tired

Q. trusting

R. worried

anger
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Worksheet F1-8 R3: 24 

1. You are going to read a passage about using adjectives. Five sentences have been removed 
from the passage. Choose from A – F the sentence which fits each gap. Write the letter. 

 There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.

2. Read and check.

Practice for FIRST test (Type 6)
Reading and choosing the missing text for cohesion and coherence:  gapped text

A. For example, we can say ‘He is worried’ or ‘She became depressed’. 

B. Generally, we put opinion adjectives before any others. 

C. We can put two adjectives after ‘be’, joined by ‘and’.

D. However, don’t make sentences with more than three adjectives before a noun.

E. They are always singular. 

F. We can only use these adjectives after ‘be’ or similar verbs. 

Using adjectives

We can use most adjectives in two ways. Firstly, they can go after the verb ‘be’ or similar 

verbs like ‘become’ and ‘seem’.   (1)    Secondly, we can put them in front of a noun 

in phrases such as ‘the worried man’ or ‘the depressed woman’.

A small number of adjectives cannot be used in front of a noun.  For instance, we cannot 

say ‘an afraid boy’ or ‘an asleep girl’.    (2)    Adjectives which begin with the letter ‘a’ 

are usually in this group. 

Adjectives do not have a plural form.   (3)    So we can say ‘a successful person’ or 

‘successful people’.

Finally, if we want to put a number of adjectives in front of a noun, we need to think 

about the kind of thing they describe.  Some adjectives, such as ‘big’, ‘tiny’, ‘wide’,  talk 

about size, while others describe material, like ‘plastic’ or ‘metal’, or age, colour, and so 

on.  A lot of adjectives describe our opinion of the noun, for example, ‘beautiful’ or 

‘delicious’.   (4)    Next, we usually have size and then age and then colour.  After 

that, the normal order is origin, such as ‘French’, and then material.   (5)     ‘A 

beautiful big, new, blue, Italian car’ sounds ridiculous!
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Worksheet F1-9 R1: 25

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)

A. pronoun pronounce pronounce pronounce

B. accent accent accent recent

C. foreign frighten foreign foreign

D. idiom idiom idiom idiot

E. swearing swearing wearing swearing

F. translate transport translate translate

G. modern modern model modern

H. stress stress streets stress

A. ‘Raining cats and dogs’ is  an idiom a saying a joke .

B. Spanish is a modern speech talk language .

C. I didn’t understand his foreign sound speak accent .

D. She was really angry and she swore sworn swear .

E. I really don’t like his tone of speaking voice mouth .

F. Your parents’ language is your                  parent sound   mother tongue  father voice .

G. Are you good at Arabic-English translate translator translation ?

H. How many languages can you speak talk know ?

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.
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1. an   acc

2. an   alpha

3. Brai

4. a   de    language

5. an   id

6. l    reading

7. a   mod    language

8. a   fore    language

9. a   nat    language

10. si    language

11. mother   ton

12. pron iation

13. sw

14. transl

15. tone   of   vo

Worksheet F1-9 R2: 26

2. Read and check.

1. Read. Complete the words connected with language. Find the definition. Write the number.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

a language from the past 

a language other than your own

a language which is spoken today

a way of pronouncing associated with a 
particular language 

all the letters from a language 

change words and sentences from one 
language to another 

how a letter, word or sentence is spoken, 
including stress

making letters, numbers and words with 
fingers, as used by some deaf people

raised dots representing numbers and letters, 
as used by some blind people

say a rude word

the language of the country you were born in

the language your parents taught you

the way you say something

words with a hidden meaning

working out words from looking at a person’s 
mouth, as used by some deaf people
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1. Read. Complete the words connected with language. Find the definition. Write the number.

Worksheet F1-9 R3: 27

1. Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form 
a word that fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning.

2. Read and check.

An idiom is a group of words where the meaning  

from what the phrase or sentence seems to say.  The first idiom 

which most students probably learn is ‘It’s raining cats and dogs’, 

which simply means ‘It’s raining (1)  ’.   There is a 

(2)  by some people that animals used to sleep on the 

(3)  of houses and, when it rained heavily, they slid off, 

but this is probably (4)  .  If you are told that story, you 

can say, ‘Pigs might fly’, meaning ‘I don’t believe you’. 

In a similar way, if an (5)  person promises to do 

something for you, you can say, (6) ‘  speak louder than 

words.’   And if someone is (7)  asking you to tell 

them something secret, you can point out that (8) ‘  

killed the cat’, to indicate that they shouldn’t be asking.   

If someone is staring into the distance, you can offer ‘A penny 

for your (9)  ’,  meaning ‘Tell me what you are 

thinking about’.

differs 

Practice for FIRST test (Type 3)
Reading a text  and writing the missing words:  word formation

A few British English idioms 

DIFFERENT

HEAVY

BELIEVE

ROOF

TRUTH

RELY

ACT

DESPAIR

CURIOUS

THINKIn
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Worksheet F1-10 R1: 28

A. media medium media media

B. television television telephone television

C. presenter presenter presenter present

D. blogger vlogger blogger blogger

E. channels channels canals channels

F. station stay on station station

G. influence influencer influencer influencer

H. show show how show

A. I don’t like chat television programmes shows .

B. I’ve got cable TV, with 250 stations channels networks .

C. I write blogs and I have many followers trackers listeners .

D. That reality TV show has a huge spectator audience viewer .

E. He’s a well-known disc rider player jockey .

F. People who watch television are viewers watchers lookers .

G. What’s the name of the music show host present actor ?

H. How did she become a famous celebrity person ?

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F1-10 R2: 29

2. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

1. Read. Find the words in the box to complete each paragraph. 

In the studio, the  is speaking to camera at the start of 

a news  .   During the show, she will read the news and 

interview people, including television  .

A celebrity is appearing on a  show, talking about her life. 

The  know her as an actor, perhaps, or a pop singer or a 

reality TV star.  People might not even remember anymore why she is 

 .

This disc  still plays a lot of real records during the music 

radio show, of which he is the  .   He interviews pop stars 

and other people from the music business.      can phone 

in and request particular songs.

This person started on social media as a  but now makes 

vlogs.   She talks mainly about make-up and cosmetics to the millions 

of people who  her.   She earns a lot of money as an 

 .

This  newspaper sells millions of copies each day by 

reporting scandals involving politicians, sports  and 

 of all sorts.  There are also a lot of pages about television 

programmes and sports events.

This television network has a lot of  including ones which 

feature quiz  , chat shows and reality TV.   It also has 

channels which  only sports, and ones which play only 

music.

blogger     broadcast      celebrities     channels     chat     famous

follow     hosts     influencer     jockey     journalists     listeners

presenter     programme     shows     stars     tabloid     viewers

presenter 
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Worksheet F1-10 R3: 30

Practice for FIRST test (Type 6)

1. You are going to read a passage about media. Five sentences have been removed from the 
passage. Choose from A – F the sentence which fits each gap. Write the letter. There is one 
extra sentence which you do not need to use.

2. Read and check.

Reading and choosing the missing text for cohesion and coherence:  gapped text

A. A commercial service, called ITV, which was paid for by adverts, started in 1955.

B. But we don’t have to watch a programme when it is broadcast.

C. Some parents even pretended that television broadcasts had ended for the day.

D. The channel was never owned by the government but it was controlled by it. 

E. The first colour programme was the Wimbledon tennis championship in 1967.

F. The government controlled the hours.

Television in the UK

Even young people know that there was a time before television.  But it may be less well-

known that, when television broadcasting began, there was only one channel in the UK.  

(1)    The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) started the limited television 

service in 1956.

Broadcasting hours were quite short.   (2)    Programmes could only be shown 

between 9.00 a.m. and 11.00 p.m. and there were no programmes at all between 6.00 p.m. 

and 7.00 p.m. so that people could have their dinner in peace and put young children to 

bed.   (3) 

The television service was paid for by viewers through a licence fee which you had to buy 

if you had a television.  There were no adverts on this public service network.  (4)   

The BBC added a second channel in 1964, so now viewers had a choice of three channels! 

It is hard to believe, however, that all the programmes on these channels were in black and 

white.  Colour television broadcasting did not begin in the UK until 1967.

Now, we have hundreds of channels of colour television, including high definition, which 

broadcast 24/7.   (5)    We can record it, or stream it from a smart television or 

another device.
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Worksheet F1-11 R1: 31

A. tune tune tone tune

B.  concert concern concert concert

C. composers composes composes composes

D.  pianists pianists pianos pianists

E. recording recorder recording recording

F. cello cello cell cello

G. folk folk fork folk

H.  band band band bend

A. The guitar is an instrument with strings tunes keys .

B. She writes her own songs, tune and notes sounds lyrics .

C. He’s keen to join the school orchestra instrument music .

D. I love all kinds of music, like jazz and   land place country .

E. John Lennon was a singer, guitarist and      musical musician songwriter .

F. Can you read rhythm tunes music ?

G. How many instruments can you        know play do ?

H. Is the cello your favourite musical      instrument device equipment ?

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F1-11 R2: 32

2. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

1. Read. Complete each word connected with music. Tick (✔) in the correct column.

Types Instruments Musicians Terms Performances Groups

A. ba

B. cel

C. classic

D. compos

E. conce

F. drumm

G. festiv

H. flu

I. fo

J. gro

K. guit

L. ja

M. keyboa

N. li

O. lyri

P. orchest

Q. piani

R. po

S. recordi

T. rhyt

U. ro

V. so

W. songwrit

X. tu

Y. viol

nd ✔
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Worksheet F1-11 R3: 33

Practice for FIRST test (Type 2)

2. Read and check.

1. Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in 
each gap. There is an example at the beginning.

The guitar

The guitar is a musical instrument with strings which is played  moving the strings with 

your fingers or with a piece of plastic called a plectrum. It first appeared in Spain in the 16th 

century and its name is from the Spanish for a (1)  older instrument, the guitarra 

latina. That name, in turn, comes from a word in ancient Greek, kithara,  (2)  was the 

name of an instrument similar to the modern guitar but much smaller.

The hole in the centre of the hollow body of a guitar makes the sound louder. Many early 

stringed instruments (3)  constructed in this way. In fact, there are holes in all 

stringed instruments, (4)  the violin and the cello, but only the guitar has a round 

hole.

(5)  first, the guitar had four strings.  A fifth string was add in the 17th century and a 

sixth about a hundred years later. The three lower strings were made of a material found in 

the stomach of animals like sheep and horses.  (6)  is often called ‘catgut’ but does 

not actually come from cats. The three higher strings were made of metal.  Nowadays, plastic 

is used for the lower strings (7)  the higher strings are still made of metal. The strings 

(8)  tuned to the correct note by turning keys on the head.

The guitar went through many changes (9)  the next two hundred years, but 

the biggest change, perhaps, was the arrival of the electric guitar in 1936. A guitarist called 

Charlie Christian attached (10)  microphone to a normal guitar and put the sound

through a loudspeaker.

The guitar is used in all kinds of music including jazz and classical, (11)  guitarists 

do not form part of orchestras, perhaps because the sound does not go well (12) 

the other instruments. It is the main instrument in pop, rock, folk and country music.

by

Reading a text  and writing the missing word for each gap:  open cloze
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Worksheet F1-12 R1: 34

A. go got go go

B. drive drive drove drive

C. ride rode ride ride

D. sail sail sail soil

E. bike bike bake bike

F. foot foot foot food

G. transport transport translate transport

H. expedition exploration expedition expedition

A. I hate boats. I prefer to travel by foot sea air .

B. I want a holiday on a cruise ship yacht boat .

C. It’s a lovely evening. Let’s go off on out .

D. We were tired so we got on a taxi bus bike .

E. They went on a long, dangerous trip tour expedition .

F. What time do you get return again back ?

G. How long does the journey last take go ?

H. Do you ever go sail to sail sailing ?

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F1-12 R2: 35

3. Read and check.

1. Read. Complete each phrase with ‘go’.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

2. Read. Complete each phrase with ‘go’ or ‘get’.

A. catch a bus

B. walk

C. go to your house

D. fly

E. go on a yacht

F. leave a place

G. return to a place

H. go in a car

I. go on a bike

J. go somewhere for Saturday and Sunday

K. go on a long journey by sea

L. go somewhere dangerous

M. go on a ship which travels to various places

A. arrive at a place

B. travel to a place

C. return to a place

D. leave a train

E. leave your house

F. leave a car 

G. leave your bed

H. use a lift

I. escape 

J. turn around

go by  

go on  

go  

go by  

go  

go  

go  

go for  

go for  

go away  

go on  

go on  

go on  

 to

 to

 back

 off

 out

 out of

 up

 up / down

 out

 back

bus

get
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Worksheet F1-12 R3: 36

2. Read and check.

Until around 4,000 BCE, the only way that people all over the world could travel was on foot. 

At that time, people in some areas began to domesticate horses for use in farming.  (1) 

About 500 years later, the wheel was invented, firstly in modern-day Iraq. It is strange that 

some early civilizations, such as the Aztecs, never developed wheeled transport.  (2) 

From the earliest times, humans sat on trees to float across rivers and move between islands. 

But in about 3,000 BCE, people learnt to put sails on trees tied together, the first real boats.  

(3)  

The Romans are famous for building roads all over western Europe. Thousands of kilometres 

existed by the 1st century CE.  These were mainly used to enable soldiers to move quickly, 

but the Roman Empire had to move huge amounts of goods along the roads every day, too.  

(4)    The roads had to be kept clear for soldiers during the day.

Sailing ships had travelled around the globe for centuries when the first steamship was 

invented in 1815.   (5)    Steam was also being used to power passenger railways by that 

time but, of course, huge amounts of track had to be laid before the railway age could begin 

in the UK and then around the world. 

Practice for FIRST test (Type 4)

The early history of travel

A. However, goods were only allowed to travel at night.

B. Just a few years later, they were crossing the Atlantic.

C. Since then, we have used the power of the wind to travel by sea.

D. The ancient Egyptians used the wheel but only for making pottery.

E. The first wheels were made of wood.

F. They were also used for transport.

1. You are going to read a passage about travel. Five sentences have been removed from the 
passage. Choose from A – F the sentence which fits each gap. Write the letter. There is one 
extra sentence which you do not need to use.

Reading and choosing the missing text for cohesion and coherence:  gapped text
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Worksheet F1-13 R1: 37

A. cure cure cure care

B. word ward ward ward

C. medicine medicine medical medicine

D. well well we’ll well

E. death dead death death

F. disease disease disease unease

G. infected infection infection infection

H. poison poison person poison

A. My friend has a lot of medical symptoms signs notices .

B. He has tried all kinds of alternative therapy treat .

C. Nothing seems to make him any good best better .

D. At first, he thought he had an infect infection disease .

E. But his doctor said there was nothing wrong no good not bad .

F. Now he’s trying a herbal drug pill remedy .

G. He thinks his problems are body illness physical .

H. Personally, I think they are more  mental brain mind .

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word or phrase.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F1-13 R2: 38

2. Read and check.

1. men

2. physi

3. dr

4. cu

5. wa

6. operat

7. infect

8. treatm

9. poi

10. examinat

11. ther

12. her   rem

13. alternat   medic

14. medi   breakthro

15. symp

1. Read. Complete the words connected with medicine. Find the definition. Write the number.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

[in medicine] checking to find out what’s wrong

a course of treatment for a mental or physical 

problem

a part of a hospital where patients sleep

a sign of a particular illness or disease

an illness which you can catch from other people

a chemical to treat an illness

a chemical which makes someone ill, or kills 

them

connected with the body

connected with the brain

finding the cause or the treatment for an illness

medicine or an operation to make someone 

better

opening a person’s body to treat a problem

to make someone completely better

treatment based on plants

treatment using old methods, not modern 

science
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Worksheet F1-13 R3: 39

2. Read and check.

Practice for FIRST test (Type 3)

1. Read. Complete the words connected with medicine. Find the definition. Write the number.

1. Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form 
a word that fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning.

Most  follow a pattern. First, there are symptoms 

which indicate that a person has an (1)  or a 

disease.  The symptoms may appear because the person has an 

(2)  lifestyle, drinking, smoking, eating junk food 

or taking drugs. Perhaps the patient has food (3)  

which is quite (4)  .  Bad food is the cause of around 

50 million problems every year and over 3,000 (5)  .

(6)  the cause of the symptoms, the person goes to 

see a doctor who conducts an (7)  .  The doctor tries 

to discover why the person feels (8)  .  A  course of 

(9)  is decided on, which may include medicine or a 

(10)  procedure, like an operation. 

Breakthroughs in medicine in the last 50 years mean that, in many 

cases, the patient can be cured, but still that is sometimes

(11)  . 

illnesses  

Reading a text  and writing the missing words:  word formation

Getting ill, getting better?

ILL

INFECT

HEALTHY

POISON

LIKE

DIE

WHAT

EXAMINE

WELL

TREAT

MEDICINE

POSSIBLE
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Worksheet F1-14 R1: 40

A. history history his story history

B. music musical musical musical

C. animation animal animation animation

D. romances romances romantic romances

E. horror horror horror her error

F. action action actual action

G. comedy comedian comedy comedy

H. war war warn war

A. I don’t like horror films film story .

B. It’s an animation but it’s for people adults children .

C. The film has a good mystery to get solve answer .

D. It’s set in America in 1885 but it isn’t a western eastern northern .

E. I can’t stand films which are romances romance love .

F. I didn’t find it funny but they call it a comic funny comedy .

G. Films with fairies and magic are called fantastic factual fantasies .

H. Do you like space films and other science fiction stories action ?

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word or phrase.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F1-14 R2: 41

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

2. Read and check.

1. Look. Read. Write the namename for each film type, and then find words in the box to complete 
each paragraph. 

In a                                     film, we are taken back to a time in the  .  It is often a 
famous  , like the Roman Empire or the time of Henry VIII.

                           films set out to scare the audience with  houses and  . 
Why do people like being frightened?

 films are about the  .  Most are set in space with astronauts 
and  , but others are based on Earth at some future date.

 have songs and  . They are sometimes based on a person’s life, 
but they usually have a  story, too.

 means moving drawings. At one time, they were called  and 
were only for  , but not now.

 films do not make everyone  , because people find different 
things funny.    is very personal.

Some of the most famous films are   .   Boy meets  , then 
something happens, but it usually ends  .

 are not as popular as they used to be.    do not seem to be 
as interested in men riding into town with  .

 films are extremely popular, with  chases and dramatic 
 .  Nowadays most films of this type use computer-generated graphics (CGI).

Everyone loves a  — at least, many film-makers believe they do. The most 
common type are  stories beginning with a  .

The  film is another type which has fallen out of favour, but each year, a story 
about  and battles makes a lot of  .

 films were once for children, with  and witches, but now there 
are many popular superheroes with  powers.

aliens     Audiences     car     cartoons     children     crime     dancing     events     fairies     future     girl     guns     

happily     haunted     Humour     laugh     love     magical     money     monsters     murder     past     period     soldiers

past historicalhistorical 
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Worksheet F1-14 R3: 42

Practice for FIRST test (Type 6)

1. You are going to read a passage about films. Five sentences have been removed from the 
passage. Choose from A – F the sentence which fits each gap. Write the letter. There is one 
extra sentence which you do not need to use.

2. Read and check.

Reading and choosing the missing text for cohesion and coherence:  gapped text

A. An alternative structure is that the two people hate each other at the beginning. 

B. Another variation is the crime taking place after the room is unlocked.

C. Finally, there is a resolution of the drama at the end.

D. In this version, a crime, usually murder, is committed at the beginning. 

E. This could be physical distance. 

F. Unfortunately, many makers of sci-fi films ignore this rule.

Plots in films

Hundreds of new films are released by studios every year, but many films have basically the 

same story line. A number of scenes set the story at the beginning. Then the action builds to a 

climax.  (1) 

In romances, there must be two people who are in love, but there must also be something 

which gets in the way.  (2)   The man or the woman have to go far away for some 

reason. It could be because someone objects to the relationship. This problem is overcome at 

the end.  (3)   They grow to love each other as the story develops.

In mysteries, the film sets up a problem for a detective of some sort to solve, with the ‘hidden’ 

idea that the audience should get there just before him or her. A popular version of this type 

of film is the ‘locked room’ mystery.  (4)    It is, apparently, impossible.  Solutions to 

the locked room have included an arrow coming in through the window and then being then 

pulled back, and a poisonous snake crawling into the room which is then recalled.

According to a well-known writer of science fiction, Isaac Asimov, sci-fi stories should depend 

on something which is different about the future, or at the location, such as a distant planet, 

where the action takes place.  (5)   They set a normal story in space, or at some 

time in the future.
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Worksheet Review F1R R1: 43

1. Read. Write. Tick (✔) in the correct column.

2. Read and check.

Sports Adjectives

A. ambiti s

B. atta er

C. bask

D. sensib

E. ba er

F. enthusiast

G. clu

H. cou e

I. selfi

J. defe er

K. ener tic

L. gor ous

M. helm

N. ice   ri

O. intellectu

P. pit

Q. sympa etic

✔ou
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Worksheet Review F1R R2: 44

1. Read. What is the missing preposition in each phrase? Tick (✔) in the correct column.

2. Read and check.

at by of on in with

A. ... that time, I was at school.

B. ... the time I got there, he had gone.

C. Don’t worry. I can do this ... myself.

D. Handle this package ... care.

E. He arrived ... air.

F. He listened to me ... interest.

G. I had the time ... my life!

H. I hate speaking ... public.

I. I ran out ... time.

J. I was just ... time.

K. No parking here ... any time

L. She’s the best singer ... all time.

M. Sorry. I’m ... a hurry.

N. This gate is in use ... all times.

O. We met each other ... chance.

P. We’ll have to continue ... foot.

Q. We’ll have to plan this ... secret.

R. What will you do for me ... return?

✔
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Worksheet Review F1R R3R1: 45

1. Read. Write. Tick (✔) in the correct column.

2. Read and check.

Rights Responsibilities The environment

A. cutting   down   t

B. donating   money   to   ch

C. driving   a   c

D. putting   r    in   landfills

E. global   w

F. leaving   s

G. looking   after   el    people

H. pl    trees

I. recycling   pl

J. getting   ma

K. saving   en

L. sponsoring   charity   ev

M. using   s    power

N. supporting   the   neighbour

O. voting   in   el

P. taking      of   children

Q. water   p    from   factories

R. working   part-
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Worksheet Review F1R R3R2: 46

2. Read and check.

1.  Read. Find the phrase for each verb. Write the number.

1. donate

2. get

3. leave

4. look after

5. make

6. plant

7. pollute

8. put

9. recycle

10. save

11. sponsor

12. support

13. take care of

14. vote

15. work

children

elderly people

electricity from solar power

energy

in elections

money to charity

part-time

people

permission

plastic

rubbish in landfills

school

trees

water

your neighbourhood
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Worksheet Review F1R R4R1: 47

1. Read. Find the ending of each word connected with conflict. Write the number.

3. Read and check.

1. agree

2. friend

3. compro

4. ten

5. vio

6. beha

7. pe

8. cease

9. dis

10. threa

2. Read. Use a word from Exercise 1 in each space. Make any necessary changes.

Conflict often begins between people who have enjoyed (1)   in 

the past.  A minor (2)  leads to more and more problems.  The 

(3)  begins to rise between the two sides, which can lead to 

aggressive (4)  .  One person sometimes (5)  the 

other person with physical (6)  .  At some point, the two sides must 

hold (7)  talks,  at which they discuss possible (8)  .  

With luck, these discussions result in an (9)  .

ace

agreement

fire

lence

ment

mise

ship

sion

ten

viour
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Worksheet Review F1R R4R2: 48

1.  Read. Which form of the word in italics do you need in each sentence? Circle (O) the 
correct form.

2. Read and check.

A. Are you    afraid    /    fear    of flying?

B. He has always treated me with    kind   /    kindness    .

C. Please be     careful    /    care     with that mirror.

D. Thank you for your     generous    /    generosity    .

E. You’ve always been so     sympathy    /    sympathetic    .

F. He’s a very     trusting    /    trust     person.

G. I think she has got a lot of     angry    /    anger     in her.

H. Good     lucky    /    luck    ! I hope you win!

I. What is your greatest     ambitious    /    ambition    ?

J. The police gave her a medal for her     brave    /    bravery     during the robbery.

K. I’m sure she will be a     successful    /    success    .

L. You needn’t     worried    /    worry    . Everything will be fine in the end.

M. I don’t know why he did it. He’s not a     cruel    /    cruelty     man.

N. She suffers from     depressed    /    depression    .

O. The film has such a     sad    /    sadness     ending.

P. I don’t know what’s wrong with me. I just get this     tired    /    tiredness     all the time.

Q. Thank you so much for all your     helpful    /    help    .
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Worksheet Review F1R R5R1: 49

1. Read. Find the ending of each word connected with media. Write the number.

3. Read and check.

1. chan

2. net

3. web

4. celeb

5. blo

6. influ

7. tab

8. prog

9. sta

10. audi

2. Read. Find a word from Exercise 1 for each definition below.

a.   a place on the internet for news, entertainment or things for sale

b.   a person who is famous for some reason

c.   a popular type of newspaper which often prints articles about     

                               celebrities

d.   people who watch television, or listen to the radio, etc.

e.   a person who write about their lives or their opinions on a website

f.   a person who persuades people to buy certain products

g.   one part of a television network which focuses on one type of 

                               programme in many cases

h.   a company which has a number of channels showing a range of 

                               programmes

rity

loid

gger

ramme

nel

tion

ence

work

encer

site
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Worksheet Review F1R R5R2: 50

1.  Read. Find the ending of each sentence. Write the number.

2. Read and check.

1. I couldn’t understand what they 

 were saying because

2. I don’t know why

3. I’d like to study a modern language,

4. The language which you learn at 

 home

5. She was almost completely deaf but

6. He was difficult to understand 

 because

7. Her grammar and vocabulary are 

 good but

8. He never understands idioms, 

9. My parents always told me that

10. He tried to communicate with his 

 fingers but

11. I think, in the modern world, that

12. You speak Arabic so

could you translate this for me?

everyone should learn at least 

one foreign language.

he had a strong accent.

her pronunciation is terrible.

I don’t understand sign language.

I shouldn’t swear.

is called your mother tongue.

like ‘on the tip of my tongue’.

like Spanish or Chinese.

people study dead languages like 

Latin.

she could lip read.

they were speaking in a foreign 

language.
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Worksheet Review F1R R6R1: 51

1. Read. Find the ending of each word connected with music. Write the number.

3. Read and check.

1. instru

2. festi

3. orches

4. con

5. compo

6. rhy

7. pian

8. lyr

9. class

10. vio

2. Read. Find a word from Exercise 1 for each definition below.

a.   a person who plays the piano

b.   something which can make music, like a guitar or a piano

c.   a large group of people who play classical music with a range of  

                               instruments

d.   a person who writes music 

e.   the words to a song

f.   a stringed instrument which is popular in classical music

g.   a performance of music of any sort

h.   a large number of performances of a particular type of music,    

                               usually outside

cert

thm

ical

ser

ics

ment

lin

tra

ist

val
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Worksheet Review F1R R6R2: 52

1.  Read. Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence,

  using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use between two and 

 five words, including the word given.

2. Read and check.

1. We walked to the restaurant.

 ON

 We went to the restaurant  .
 

2. It took a long time to get there. 

 JOURNEY

 It  .

3. We flew there. 

 BY

 We went  .
 

4. Let’s go out for the evening. 

 THIS

 Let’s not  .
 

5. We spent a long time on the ship. 

 WAS

 The  .
 

6. Shall we go out in the car this afternoon? 

 FOR

 Why don’t  this afternoon?
 

7. I don’t want to stay here. 

 GO

 I want  .
 

8.  Shall I show you around the house? 

 A

 Would you like to  the house?

on foot
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Worksheet Review F1R R7R1: 53

1. Read. Write. Tick (✔) in the correct column.

2. Read and check.

Illness Films Sports The planet Conflict Media

a essive

atta

in tion

au ce

ro ce

blo

g    warming

cele ty

chann

c se

ergy

horr

my ry

p tch

p son

po ution

vio ce

cycling

nk

science   fic

symp

tens

thera

ar
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Worksheet Review F1R R7R2: 54

1.  Read. Write a verb or phrasal verb in each space which goes with both words or phrases.

2. Read and check.

A.  a blog a book

B.  treatment permission

C.  baseball the cello

D.  a horse a scooter

E.  a drug a tour

F.  an infection a train

G.  plastic bottles metal cans

H.  school home

I.  money energy

J.  sympathy an operation

K.  rivers the air

L.  time petrol

M.  a helmet gloves

N.  selfish brave

read
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Worksheet F2-1 R1: 55

A. turn turn torn turn

B. bring bring ring bring

C. blow blew blow blow

D. put put put but

E. make up make up make up take up

F. clear up clean up clear up clear up

G. do up do up done up do up

H. get up got up got up got up

A. Let’s talk. We can clear up the rubbish problem kitchen .

B. He’s a liar. He just makes up beds cakes stories .

C. I don’t know why she had taken up tennis offer course .

D. He brought up a difficult baby subject maths .

E. I’ll pick you up in my time way car .

F. The house is a mess but we can do up it them up it up .

G. I didn’t expect her. She turned up suddenly on time late .

H. Can you put me up for a shelf picture while ?

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word or phrase.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F2-1 R2: 56

2. Read and check.

1. Read.  Find the next word or phrase for each phrasal verb with up. There are two words or 
phrases for each verb. Write each letter in two places.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

A. blow up

B. bring up

C. clear up

D. do up

E. make up

F. pick up

G. put up

H. take up

I. turn up

a child because her parents are dead

a friend who has come to your town for the weekend

a kitchen with new electrical equipment

a mess before your parents see it

a misunderstanding with a friend

a photograph so you can see it better

a topic casually in conversation

a university place which you have been offered

an old factory to make space for new houses

bird watching 

rubbish and put it in the bin

some posters in your bedroom

stories for your children

the buttons for a child

the television so you can hear it better

unexpectedly

with a friend so you can be friendly again

your child from school

A

A
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Worksheet F2-1 R3: 57

2. Read and check.

There are a lot of phrasal verbs in English. In fact, it (1)  believed that there are 

about 10,000. They are very common in informal spoken and written English. Sometimes, 

(2)  are the only way most English-speaking people express a particular idea. 

For example, very few people would say, ‘He extinguished the fire’, (3)  they can 

say, ‘He put out the fire.’ 

The problem is, phrasal verbs are sometimes hard (4)  understand. You know 

the normal meaning of the base verb, (5)  you know the normal meaning 

of the preposition, but (6)  the two appear together, something happens. 

For example, turn means ‘go left or right’ and up (7)  ‘in an upward direction’. 

However, turn up (8)  not mean ‘go upwards left or right’. It means ‘increase the 

volume’ (9)  ‘arrive unexpectedly’.

And that’s the second problem with phrasal verbs. They often have (10)  than 

one meaning. But don’t despair! You can often understand the meaning of a phrasal verb 

in a particular sentence (11)  you read on, past the preposition. So, imagine 

that you have two sentences with (12)  same phrasal verb. For example, the 

first sentence is ‘I took (13)  his offer and we worked together on the project’, 

and the second sentence is ‘I was bored so I (14)  up model-making’.  The object 

of the first sentence, ‘his offer’, shows that the phrasal verb in (15)  case means 

‘accept’.  The object (16)  the second sentence, ‘model-making’, indicates that, 

here, the phrasal verb means ‘start doing’.

Practice for FIRST test (Type 2)

Understanding phrasal verbs

1. Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in 
each gap. There is an example at the beginning.

Reading a text  and writing the missing word for each gap:  open cloze
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Worksheet F2-2 R1: 58

A. concentrating concentration concentration concentration

B. require require require request

C. competition competition competition competitive

D. courage encourage encourage encourage

E. motive motivate motive motive

F. depressing depressing depression depressing

G. relaxing relaxation relaxation relaxation

H. entertain entertain entering entertain

A. Joe was disappointed to get such a  low mark high mark pass .

B. I can’t concentrate! I’m just not motive motivation motivated .

C. She finds his attitude very depress depressing depression .

D. I love her films. They are so enjoyable enjoyment enjoying .

E. I want to jump but I don’t have the encourage courage brave .

F. What do you usually do to relax relaxing relaxation ?

G. What are the university  requirement requires requirements ?

H. Do you want to enter for this competitive compete competition ?

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F2-2 R2: 59

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

2. Read and check.

1.  Read. Write. Then find the correct definition.

1. tonishment

2. velopment

3. sappointment

4. couragement

5. joyment

6. tertainment

7. quirement

8. pression

9. ncentration

10. mpetition

11. tivation

12. laxation

13. ntribution

14. lution

change or growth which improves something

extreme sadness or medical condition

extreme surprise

pressure from within for a person to achieve something

resting, not working

sadness about the poor result of something

saying something to make a person feel better or try again

something given, e.g. money, time, etc, often with others

something which has to be supplied

taking pleasure in something

the correct result to a problem

things which people get pleasure from

thinking or working hard at something

two or more people or groups trying to win something
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Worksheet F2-2 R3: 60 

Practice for FIRST test (Type 3)

2. Read and check.

1. Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form 
a word that fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning.

At one time, language teaching  on teaching rules. 

Students were expected to (1)  the rules rather than 

produce real language in (2)  situations.

Nowadays, many language teachers use some form of (3)  

learning, instead. This seems to be more effective, (4)  

with teenagers. In this approach, students are set a task related to the 

topic before they are taught any rules. 

During this stage, the (5)  of the students is drawn to a 

particular pattern or rule because we now know that language teaching 

will be (6)  if students have not noticed a language 

point, like irregular past tense endings, before it is taught. 

(7)  task is set at this stage, it is clear that a great deal 

of (8)  is required if lessons are to be remembered. 

Students can be put into teams so they are (9)  with 

each other to get the solution to a task. (10)  , students 

can form groups. The (11)  occurs in this case because 

each student is keen to make a useful (12) . 

concentrated   

Reading a text  and writing the missing words:  word formation

Language teaching

CONCENTRATE

MEMORY

COMMUNICATE

DISCOVER

SPECIAL

ATTEND

SUCCEED

WHAT

CONCENTRATE

COMPETE

ALTERNATIVE

MOTIVE

CONTRIBUTE
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Worksheet F2-3 R1: 61

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)

A. boiled boiled boiled boiling

B. freezing freezer freezing freezing

C. mystery mystery mysterious mystery

D. terrifying terrified terrified terrified

E. exhausting exhausting exhaustion exhausting

F. thriller thrilling thrilling thrilling

G. memorable memorable memorable memory

H. crowds crowded crowded crowded

A. It’s very cold. In fact, it’s freezing frozen freezer .

B. Yesterday was quite hot but not boiled boils boiling .

C. That film is really scary, absolutely terrific terrible terrifying .

D. It was a good holiday but not really remembered memorable memory .

E. By the time I’d walked home, I was exhausted exhausting exhaustion .

F. I love romances but I get quite emotions emotional motive .

G. Can I have more juice? My glass is empty full crowded .

H. That rollercoaster ride is really  thrilling thriller thrilled !

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.
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Worksheet F2-3 R2: 62 

1. Read. Complete the email message with an adjective in each gap.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

2. Read and check.

Hi. Here I am in Spain! It’s b  outside in the sun, but here, in the lounge of the hotel, 

the air-conditioning is f  !  I’m wearing my coat! But I love sitting here writing to you 

because the room is m  with huge marble columns and enormous windows.

The flight was t  .   I really thought we were going to crash. We went through a 

thunderstorm and the plane was going up and down really badly.  I hope the flight home is 

better.  I nearly cried when we landed. It was quite an e  experience.

In the end, it took us ten hours to get here, door-to-door, which was e  .  Why does 

travelling make you so tired? The first evening, we all went straight to bed. 

We spent today on the beach, which was e  when we arrived but, by lunchtime, it 

was really c  .  We decided to go exploring and we found some m  caves 

in the cliffs which were only a  by climbing a steep slope.  As you know, I don’t like 

heights, but I found it quite t  when I managed to get to the entrance high above 

the beach. If we don’t do anything else on this holiday, those caves will make the experience 

extremely m  .  I’ll never forget it.

oiling

From: Sandy

To: Jenny

Subject: My holiday in Spain
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Worksheet F2-3 R3: 63

Practice for FIRST test (Type 6)

1. You are going to read a passage about using adjectives. Five sentences have been removed 
from the passage. Choose from A – F the sentence which fits each gap. Write the letter. There 
is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.

2. Read and check.

Reading and choosing the missing text for cohesion and coherence:  gapped text

A. Another pair, ‘small’ and ‘large’, describes size. 

B. ‘Beautiful’ is the opposite of ‘ugly’.

C. For ‘very, very hot’, we can say ‘boiling’.

D. For example, ‘My friend is very, very clever’.

E. I mean, of course, absolutely brilliant.

F. We could call them ‘extreme adjectives’. 

Using adjectives

Some adjectives form pairs. For example, ‘good’ and ‘bad’ can be used to give your opinion 

of something.  (1)   A third pair is used for temperature, ‘cold’ and ‘hot’, and we 

have a few more like ‘clever’ and ‘stupid’, ‘fat’ and ‘thin’.

These adjectives can be made stronger with ‘very’, or weaker with ‘quite’ or ‘rather’. So we can 

say things like ‘This food is very good’, ‘That house is quite large’, or ‘I’m feeling rather cold’. 

We can even double the word ‘very’ to describe something more strongly.  (2) 

But these pairs are actually part of a group, with adjectives which describe an item in 

stronger terms.  (3)   For example, ‘good’ is part of a group of positive adjectives, 

including ‘wonderful’ and ‘fantastic’, while ‘bad’ belongs with ‘awful’ and ‘terrible’. Similarly, 

‘cold’ can be expressed more strongly as ‘freezing’.  (4) 

Interestingly, we cannot make these extreme adjectives stronger with ‘very’, so it is just 

not English to say ‘The plane journey was very terrifying’, because ‘terrifying’ is already an 

extreme way of saying ‘scary’. If you want to make an extreme adjective even stronger, you 

need the adverbs ‘completely’ or ‘absolutely’. Perhaps you think this piece of advice about 

adjectives is absolutely clever.  (5) 

[see also Worksheet F1-8 R3: 24]
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Worksheet F2-4 R1: 64

A. health health heal health

B. cosy cost cosy cosy

C. dessert dessert dessert desert

D. delicate delicious delicious delicious

E. flavour flavour flavour favour

F. range range orange range

G. reasonable reasonable reasonable reason

H. meals means meals meals

A. This food is not just good. It’s delicate delightful delicious !

B. A dish is a plate and also a meal bowl saucer .

C. You should always buy fruit which is new fresh raw .

D. I love this cake. Can you give me the plan instructions recipe ?

E. Restaurants should give good value for cost price money .

F. I can’t see anything I like on this menu list card .

G. A lot of diets for weight loss don’t go work lose .

H. Organic food is grown without extra chemist chemicals chemistry .

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F2-4 R2: 65

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

1.  Read. Complete each sentence with a suitable word. 

2. Read and check.

alancedA. I try to eat a b  diet.

B. I love dishes which are full of f .

C. Many people are switching to o  food because it is healthier.

D. There is a lot of v  C in orange juice.

E. People eat j  food because it is quick but it has a lot of sugar and 

 salt.

F. My favourite d  is strawberries and cream.

G. Restaurants should provide good v  for money.

H. I prefer a small restaurant with a c  atmosphere.

I. Chinese food is d  . I love all the delicate flavours.

J. Food tastes much better if the i  are fresh.

K. It’s important for a restaurant to offer a varied m  .

L. I don’t go to a restaurant unless the prices are r  .

M. My mother makes wonderful meals but all her r  are simple.

N. I go to a local shop which has a huge r  of fresh fruit and 

 vegetables.
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Worksheet F2-4 R3: 66

2. Read and check.

1. Read the text below and decide which answer best fits each gap. Tick (✔) the answer.

B common

B consume

B drop

B balanced

B force

B amounts

B needed

B   apparently

B say

B in

C often

C buy

C less

C equal

C energy

C sizes

C necessary

C   undoubtedly

C suggest

C on

The word ‘diet’ has two meanings. Firstly, it is all the food we eat on a (1)  basis. 

Secondly, it is a set of foods which people (2)  to achieve a particular result, 

usually weight (3)  .

In its first meaning, we should all try to eat a (4)  diet so we do not take in too 

much of anything. We need calories from food every day to give us (5)  , but if 

we have too many calories, we will certainly get fatter. We need tiny (6)  of salt, 

but if we have a lot of junk food, we will definitely go over the daily (7)  . We

need about three litres of water each day, but we get most of this (8)  

in the liquids we drink, like tea, coffee, juice or cola, and in fruit and vegetables, which are 

90% water.

In its second meaning, many diets which (9)  to make us thinner do not 

actually work. We may lose a few kilos at the beginning, but this is mostly water. As soon 

as we stop dieting, we put the weight back (10)  .

Two kinds of diet

Practice for FIRST test (Type 1)
Reading a text  and choosing the missing word for each gap:  multiple-choice cloze

D always

D cook

D loss

D same

D power

D grams

D wanted

D definitely

D insist

D at

A regular

A get

A lower

A balancing

A strength

A numbers

A requirement

A automatically

A claim

A up

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
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Worksheet F2-5 R1: 67

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)

A. applies applies applies apples

B. attend attend attend intend

C. search research research research

D. revise revise revision revise

E. admission admission permission admission

F. encourage courage encourage encourage

G. response responsible responsible responsible

H. accept except accept accept

A. I’m interested in biological search research study .

B. The exams were hard so I did lots of revision revise reviewing .

C. I passed them all with good ticks scores marks .

D. But I don’t know where to  go attend join .

E. Or which subject to make do have .

F. Which universities should I apply in for to ?

G. The admission requirements are bad strong hard .

H. So I haven’t applied anywhere yet until now .

I. But I’ll have to do applications now soon sometimes .

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word.

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.
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Worksheet F2-5 R2: 68

2. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

1. Read. Complete the words connected with language. Find the definition. Write the number.

1. ad

2. appli

3. es

4. indepen

5. per

6. res

7. responsi

8. acc

9. att

10. concen    on

11. encou

12. fo     on

13. rev

14. qualifi

a long piece of formal writing on one subject

agree to receive or do something

allowing someone to do something

an exam which you have passed

being able to make your own decisions

finding out the facts about someone or something

getting into e.g. a college

give support to someone so they continue to do something

go to a school or a lecture or a course

having to do something because e.g. you are attending a 

particular course

look again at things you have studied to prepare for an exam

request to join e.g. a university or a company

study something very carefully

work hard on something
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Worksheet F2-5 R3: 69

Practice for FIRST test (Type 3)

2. Read and check.

1. Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form 
a word that fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning.

Perhaps you have decided to go to university when you leave school. 

If you have made this  , you need to start preparing 

now, because it is not easy to meet the (1)   for 

higher education institutions.

Firstly, of course, you must get (2)  grades, so make 

sure you do enough (3)  to achieve your best possible 

results. Then you need to be (4)  in the admission 

process. This means submitting a satisfactory (5)  

form, with, in some cases, a (6)  statement, describing 

yourself, your achievements to date, and your hobbies and interests. 

Remember! 

If you get into university, you will have full (7)  , 

so start doing more things for yourself now. You will also have full 

(8)  for your learning although you will certainly 

get (9)  when you need it from your tutors. 

Start now to take charge of your learning by setting yourself weekly 

(10)  . 

decision   

Reading a text  and writing the missing words:  word formation

Getting into higher education ... and getting on!

DECIDE

REQUIRE

ACCEPT

REVISE

SUCCEED

APPLY

PERSON

DEPEND

RESPONSIBLE

COURAGE

OBJECTIVE
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Worksheet F2-6 R1: 70

A. weekday weekend weekday weekday

B. profession professional professional profession

C. employee employee employee employer

D. full-time full-time free time full-time

E. manual annual manual manual

F. indoor indoor outdoor indoor

G. skills skilled skilled skilled

H. wages wages wages wakes

A. My sister doesn’t work every day. She’s part-time full-time temporary .

B. I have my own company. I’m self- employee employer employed .

C. My mother works on the night shift work time .

D. My brother has a manual job work employment .

E. My father’s job is permanent. It’s a job for life to death forever .

F. My cousin gets paid his wages every week month year .

G. I’d like to get a job which is well- pay paid payment .

H. The work I do now is very challenge challenged challenging .

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word or phrase.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F2-6 R2: 71

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

2. Read and check.

1. Read. Write. Find and number the opposite words or terms connected with business and 
employment.

badly-paid

employee

full-time

manual

outdoor

permanent

salary

shift work

short-term

state company

trainee

unskilled

weekends

worker

1. 9      5

2. emp yer

3. ind r

4. long-te

5. man er

6. part-ti

7. pri te   company

8. profe ional

9. ski ed

10. temp ary

11. tra er

12. wa s

13. we days

14. well-pa
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Worksheet F2-6 R3: 72

Practice for FIRST test (Type 6)

1. You are going to read a passage about employment. Five sentences have been removed 
from the passage. Choose from A – F the sentence which fits each gap. Write the letter. 

 There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.

2. Read and check.

Reading and choosing the missing text for cohesion and coherence:  gapped text

A. Do you want a rewarding job, or a well-paid one?

B. Professions, like doctor, teacher, architect or scientist, require a first degree.

C. Self-employment is extremely challenging most of the time.

D. Then don’t think about self-employment.

E. This kind of work is not suitable for everyone.

F. Try to do that now.

Choosing the right kind of job

What are you going to do when you leave school? The answer to this question should 

depend on what sort of job you want to do in the future. If you wish to work as a 

professional in a particular field, you have to go to university.  (1)   But if you 

really like doing manual work, and are happy to start as an unskilled worker, then perhaps 

you do not need to continue with higher education.

When you start looking for your first job, you often have to make quite a simple choice.  

(2)   Some rewarding jobs are well-paid but many, such as nurse, teacher, social 

worker, are not. 

If possible, you should get some experience of the sort of job you are interested in before 

planning your further education.  (3)   Get part-time work with a local company 

or organization in the same field. Find out if this kind of job is really for you.

There is one other general choice you can make, either immediately after you finish 

education or, more usually, at some time in the future. Do you want to be self-employed?  

(4)   You must be prepared to take responsibility for every part of your working 

life, including getting new work and collecting the fees. Prefer to work 9 to 5 with your 

evenings and weekends for free-time activities?  (5) 
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Worksheet F2-7 R1: 73

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)

A. race race rice race

B. team team team term

C. trainer trainer trained trainer

D. competition competitive competition competition

E. athlete athletics athletics athletics

F. weight weight weight weighs

G. terrifying terrifying terrified terrifying

H. baseball basketball baseball baseball

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word.

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.

A. The person in charge of the team is a good bus van coach .

B. She can do most sports. She’s a great athlete athletic athletics .

C. I had lessons in skiing with a great tutor teacher instructor .

D. He defends well but he’d rather play in court goal net .

E. We got to the semi-finals of the tour tournament race .

F. She didn’t start well but finally won the cup trophy race .

G. Paragliding is so thrilling thrilled thrill !

H. Do you like sports which are danger risky frightened ?
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Worksheet F2-7 R2: 74

2. Read and check.

1. Read. Complete each word connected with exercise. Tick (✔) in the correct column.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

Sports Activities Events Players Teachers Opinions

A. a letics

B. atta er

C. ba ball

D. ba etball

E. cha ionship

F. coa

G. com tition

H. defe er

I. exh sting

J. goa eeper

K. go

L. gy astics

M. inst ctor

N. terri ing

O. thri ing

P. to nament

Q. tra er

R. unbel vable

S. wei tlifting

T. wind rfing
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Worksheet F2-7 R3: 75

2. Read and check.

The Olympic Games are the biggest sporting event  the world. The first Games 

(1)  held in Olympia in Ancient Greece in around 800 BCE. Athletes, (2)  

were all male, competed in a small number of events. These original games took place 

every four years (3)  about 400 years, then (4)  stopped, not starting 

again for two thousand years.

The first modern Olympics were in Athens, (5)  capital of modern Greece, in 1896. 

Fourteen countries participated in 43 events, (6)  athletics, cycling, swimming 

and tennis. Competitors played, ran, jumped, threw, etc. for their countries, (7)  

as individuals, so at the end a country won the whole event.

At the end of the tournament, it was decided to reinstate the four-yearly cycle, and this 

has continued since, (8)  for three occasions during world wars.

Nowadays, more (9)  200 countries take part in each Games. Sports and 

activities are added and (10)  away each time, but (11)  are usually 

about 35 different events. Each time, the games take place mainly in one city. London 

(12)  had the Games three times, and the cities of Athens, Los Angeles and Paris 

have each had the Games twice.

Practice for FIRST test (Type 2)

The Olympic Games

1. Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in 
each gap. There is an example at the beginning.

Reading a text  and writing the missing word for each gap:  open cloze

in
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Worksheet F2-8 R1: 76

A. actor actor acts actor

B. direct direct direct director

C. critic critic criticism critic

D. scene scenery scene scene

E. fame fame famous fame

F. impress impress express impress

G. ambition ambitious ambitious ambitious

H. performed performs performs performs

A. I want to act for fun, not for famous fame family .

B. It’s my ambition to have a career on the stage in the stage at the stage .

C. I think I have some acting  talented talents talent .

D. I also possess some musical ability able abilities .

E. I can make costumes and paint scenes scenery scene .

F. My problem is – I don’t like criticism critic critical .

G. I never read the reviews in the papers news programmes .

H. I know, anyway, if I have failed or passed won succeeded .

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F2-8 R2: 77

2. Read and check.

1. Read. Complete the words connected with the theatre. Find the definition. Write the 
number.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

a college where people learn to act

a group of people watching a play or a film

a particular version of a play

a person who tells actors what to do on stage

a person who writes a play 

a person who writes about plays, books, films etc.

a place for young people to do drama and give 
performances

a very famous actor, usually from film work

acting

being well-known by a lot of people

one part of a play

the ability to act, play a musical instrument etc.

the story in a play or film

to bring your hands together to show you like 

something

1. a    crit

2. a    direct

3. a    ot

4. a    product

5. a    s ne

6. a    st

7. a   youth   theat

8. an   aud nce

9. dra     school

10. f e

11. on    sta

12. playwri

13. tal t

14. to    cl
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Worksheet F2-8 R3: 78

Practice for FIRST test (Type 3)

2. Read and check.

1. Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form 
a word that fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning.

Most  don’t set out to appear in celebrity magazines 

and on chat shows. They are not interested in (1)  . They just 

want to put in a series of good (2)  and perhaps 

get noticed by one or two theatre critics for their (3)  

talent.

Of course, achieving recognition in the (4)  world 

does not only depend on acting skills. You must have the good luck to 

work with good (5)  who can bring out the best in you. 

You need to appear in the works of good playwrights to make a name 

for yourself. A fine piece of acting in a play which is (6)  

with its audiences is (7)  to be noticed by many 

people.

However, for those people whose main (8)  is to 

become famous, perhaps there has never been a better time. With 

social media so (9)  , a star can be born overnight.

actors   

Reading a text  and writing the missing words:  word formation

How to succeed in show business

ACT

FAMOUS

PERFORM

ART

THEATRE

DIRECT

SUCCESS

LIKE

AMBITIOUS

SPREAD
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Worksheet F2-9 R1: 79

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)

A. mind mine mind mind

B. psychology psychology psychologist psychology

C. personality personality personally personality

D. enthusiasm enthusiasm enthusiasm enthusiastic

E. partial potential potential potential

F. sociable sociable sociable social

G. cautious caution cautious cautious

H. effect effect effect affect

A. I think you’ve got a lot of potential possible probable .

B. He’s got a very interesting person personality personally .

C. Your behaviour has many bad affects effects efforts .

D. Being happy is my main object aims objective .

E. I don’t like diving. I’m not very adventurous cautious nervous .

F. She’s shy so she finds it hard to be social society sociable .

G. That teacher expects a lot. She’s asking demanding ordering .

H. His situation is so bad, he sometimes despairs cares fears .

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.
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Worksheet F2-9 R2: 80

1. Read. Complete each sentence with a suitable word. 

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

2. Read and check.

1. The study of the mind is called ps  .

2. Your normal behaviour and your attitude to things define your pe  .

3. Sometimes, it is very difficult to co  with day-to-day problems.

4. Do not de  about your situation. Things will get better!

5. What is your main ob  in life?

6. You must make time in your busy life for re  .

7. I really admire your en  for this project.

8. Do you have the ex  that you will get a good mark in the test?

9. I think she has a lot of po  as an artist.

10. He loves being with people. He’s very so  .

11. Sometimes we are not conscious of the ef  we are having on people.

12. I’m very ne  about speaking in public.

13. She used to be sh  but she’s very confident now.

14. He’s a very de  teacher but he’s also very fair.

15. I don’t like ad  holidays. I prefer to relax on a beach.

16. She’s a very ca  person. She takes a long time to make a decision.

ychology  
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Worksheet F2-9 R3: 81

2. Read and check.

1. Read the text below and decide which answer best fits each gap. Tick (✔) the answer.

B way

B looks

B root

B up

B reason

B youths

B said

B many

B frightens

B recipes

C kind

C watches

C tree

C in

C cause

C childhood

C spoken

C more

C fears

C instructions

A psychologist is a person who studies normal and unusual states of the mind, and the 

(1)  a person sees the world and behaves in it. A psychologist (2)  

behaviour and attempts to explain it. 

One particularly important (3)  of the field is child psychology, and schools in 

some countries regularly call (4)  psychologists to work out the (5)  

of mental problems which often appear first in (6)  .

A relatively new type of professional is the sports psychologist. It is often (7)  

that most sports, at the highest level, are played in the mind as (8)  as on the 

court or the pitch.

Psychologists can question people to help them to come to terms with their (9)  

or attitudes, but they cannot usually write (10)  for medicine.

Psychologists

Practice for FIRST test (Type 1)
Reading a text  and choosing the missing word for each gap:  multiple-choice cloze

D how

D sees

D branch

D of

D because

D children

D told

D often

D terrifies

D directions

A method

A observes

A leaf

A out

A why

A youth

A talked

A much

A scares

A prescriptions

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
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Worksheet F2-10 R1: 82

A. run ran run run

B. go off go off go on go off

C. put up with  come up with put up with put up with

D. cut down on cut down on cut down on get down

E. get me down get round to get me down get me down

F. pick up pick up picked up pick up

G. catch on catch on catch on catch up

H. throw away threw away throw away throw away

A. All this homework is getting me up on down .

B. This food has gone off. Throw it off down away .

C. I thought I had enough money but I’ve run out run off run out of .

D. Slow down! I can’t keep up you with with with you !

E. I’m very poor this week. What can we do  without with none not ?

F. She hates noise. She can’t put up with them this it .

G. Your toys are very messy. Pick them all away up with !

H. What luxuries are we going to cut down off to on ?

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word or phrase.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F2-10 R2: 83

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

1. Read. Write a verb in the correct form in each sentence to complete the phrasal verb.

2. Read and check.

1. I don’t think I can  up with that noise much longer.

2. Have you  up with somewhere to go this weekend?

3. She tries to  up with her sister but she is not as clever.

4. Food stuffs like salt and honey don’t  off, but they still have use-by dates 

 on the packets.

5. We need to  down on fossil fuels like oil and gas, and switch to renewable 

 alternatives.

6. A lot of the things which are  away end up in landfills, which is very bad 

 for the environment.

7. When will you  round to washing the car?

8. Electric skateboards never  on in the UK, mainly because the 

 government made them illegal.

9. Most people hate flies but we couldn’t  without them because they help 

 plants to develop.

10. The world will  out of oil in the next 50 years.
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Worksheet F2-10 R3: 84

Practice for FIRST test (Type 6)

1. You are going to read a passage about online shopping. Five sentences have been removed 
from the passage. Choose from A – F the sentence which fits each gap. Write the letter. 

 There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.

2. Read and check.

Reading and choosing the missing text for cohesion and coherence:  gapped text

A. If you normally drive to a local mall, you also can cut down on petrol costs. 

B. You can also return things easily when you buy online.

C. In a shop, you have to put up with the models they are selling.

D. It is a social experience.

E. There is also no pressure to buy. 

F. When you go to a physical shop, it might be the only one in your area selling that 
 particular product. 

Online shopping
There has been a huge increase in online shopping in some countries in recent years. A 

survey last year identified a number of reasons why it has become more popular.

The most obvious reason is that it saves time because you don’t have to actually travel to the 

shops. (1)  . 

Secondly, it is easier to shop in your own home. (2)  . Some people mentioned 

in the survey that, in certain shops, the sales staff get them down. They feel they have to buy 

something before they can leave the shop.

Next, online stores rarely run out of products in the way that shops do. And because there 

is a big choice of websites to buy from, you can often pick up a bargain once you have 

decided what to buy. (3)  . But online, there will be hundreds of suppliers, some 

of which will be offering that product at a discount.

Finally, online, you can draw up a list of possible models to buy and get lots of information 

about each one before you decide which one to go for. (4)  .

There is one powerful reason for sticking with the high street or the mall, though, for some 

people. Shopping is not just a chore for these people. (5)  . You do not meet 

friends or interact with real people shopping online.
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Worksheet F2-11 R1: 85

A. cure cure care cure

B. accident accident accident incident

C. dentist dental dentist dentist

D. recovered recovery recovery recovery

E. dead death death death

F. injury injury injuries injury

G. healing healing healing helping

H. specialist specialize specialist specialist

A. I went to the dentist for a check- out off up .

B. Modern medicine has got wonderful hospitals wards drugs .

C. The doctor wrote me a  description prescription instruction .

D. I don’t think I’ve got a temperature symptom injury .

E. This ward is for child patients patience patient .

F. This medicine will help with the health healthy healing .

G. Have you got a head- ache pain hurt ?

H. Where does it pain hurt harm ?

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F2-11 R2: 86

2. Read and check.

1. Read. Complete each word connected with medicine. Tick (✔) in the correct column.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

Professionals Places Discovery Problems Solutions Results

a ident

check-

cu

d th

den st

dis ility

dis se

do or

d gs

Emer ncy Room

exam ation

h ling

ho ital

ill ss

in ry

n se

pres iption

rec ery

spec list

su ery

sym oms

temp ature

tr tment

w d
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Worksheet F2-11 R3: 87

2. Read and check.

In the past, most people  caught a serious disease died. In a similar way, 

injuries (1)  bad accidents usually resulted in death. In many cases, people who 

practised medicine didn’t know (2)  was really wrong with their patients, or they 

didn’t (3)  a suitable treatment. In some cases, these ‘doctors’ actually made 

the patient worse with bad advice on (4)  to treat the problem. (5)  

example, they often took blood from a patient with a high temperature although this had 

no good effect, and actually (6)  the person weaker.

Nowadays, (7)  a detailed examination of a patient, a doctor can normally tell 

the cause of the symptoms, and write a prescription (8)  will help with the 

healing and recovery of the patient. There are, however, still a number of serious diseases 

for which (9)  is no known cure.  (10)  in these cases, though, modern 

medicine can often help a patient deal with the pain or difficulties which the disease 

causes. In addition, people with disabilities (11)  lead full lives in countries with 

a sympathetic attitude.

In the future, it is possible that medical science (12)  find a cure for all diseases. 

Perhaps it will (13)  invent treatments which will improve recovery times for 

things (14)  broken legs.

Practice for FIRST test (Type 2)

Medicine — past, present and future

1. Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in 
each gap. There is an example at the beginning.

Reading a text  and writing the missing word for each gap:  open cloze

who
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Worksheet F2-12 R1: 88

A. the cows the cows the cow’s the cows

B. sheep sheep sheep she’s

C. goat goat go at goat

D. meet meat meat meat

E. guide dog guide dog guard dog guide dog

F. parrot parrot part parrot

G. bears bears bears beans

H. the lines the lions the lions the lions

A. A lot of people have dogs to pets of pets as pets .

B. Some animals are kept for meat as meat of meat .

C. Meat from pigs is called beef pork lamb .

D. Most lions and tigers are wild angry domestic .

E. Many wild animals which eat meat hunter hunted hunt .

F. People think hippos eat fish but they can’t don’t won’t .

G. Zebras have black and white spots strips stripes .

H. Giraffes have very long heads necks shoulders .

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word or phrase.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F2-12 R2: 89

2. Read and check.

1. Read. Find the animals for each definition. Write the letter beside each word or phrase. 
Complete the words and phrases.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

A. These animals are mainly kept for food products.

B. These wild animals have a mainly meat diet.

C. These domestic animals are often kept as pets.

D. These wild animals do not eat meat.

E. These are working animals.

cam  

c ts 

chi ens 

co  

do  

dr s  dogs

ea es 

ele ants

gira es 

g ts

g rd  dogs

g de  dogs

hi os 

ho es

l ns

o s

pa ots

p s

p ar  bears 

ra its

r nos

s ep

t ers

ze as

els
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Worksheet F2-12 R3: 90

Practice for FIRST test (Type 3)

2. Read and check.

1. Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form 
a word that fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning.

There is one species in the animal  which has been put 

to many uses since its ancestor, the wolf, was adopted by early humans. 

Dogs have been used to ensure the (1)  of humans and their 

animals for thousands of years, and (2)  as pets for almost as 

long. 

Responsible (3)  of dogs train their animals from the beginning 

to ensure that they are (4)  . But training has gone a lot 

further than that over recent years.

Guide dogs have helped blind and (5)  -sighted people for nearly 

100 years. More recently, (6)  dogs have been trained to assist 

deaf people, for example, to know that someone has rung the doorbell. 

In recent years, a large number of (7)  have begun training 

(8)  dogs to help in many other ways, for example, to detect

that the blood sugar level of a person with diabetes has gone (9)  

high.

Reading a text  and writing the missing words:  word formation

One species, many uses

KING

SAFE

KEEP

OWN

BEHAVE

PART

HEAR

SPECIAL

ASSIST

DANGEROUS

kingdom    
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Worksheet F2-13 R1: 91

A. cellar caller cellar cellar

B. loft loft loft left

C. hedge hedge edge hedge

D. shed shed she’d shed

E. state estate estate estate

F. basement basement baseball basement

G. concrete concrete concert concrete

H. control heating central heating central heating central heating

A. I like living in the  estate suburb suburbs .

B. It’s a really nice  neighbourhood neighbours neighbour .

C. Everybody knows each one self other .

D. Our house is quite big with a loft roof stairs .

E. The rooms are arranged over three areas grounds floors .

F. There’s even a small shed in the house garden cellar .

G. We need new fences because of the bird fish dog .

H. And we’re going to put in central conditioning heating warming .

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word or phrase.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F2-13 R2: 92

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

2. Read and check.

1. Read. Complete the words connected with the home. Find the definition. Write the number.

building made of wood for storing things, usually in the garden

building material which is often poured into shapes

building materials which are arranged in rows

group of houses which look the same or very similar

immediate area where a house is located

pieces of wood making a divider, e.g. between gardens

plants making a divider, e.g. between gardens

residential area on the outskirts of a city

room under a house where things are stored to keep cool

room under a house, often used for general storage

room under the roof of a house, sometimes used as a bedroom

way of cooling a room or a whole house

way of getting warmth around a house

way of moving between floors of a house

way of taking smoke from open fires out of a house

1. base nt

2. bri s

3. cel r

4. chi ey

5. co rete

6. es te

7. fe e

8. he e

9. l t

10. s d

11. st rs

12. cen al    heating

13. air    co itioning

14. neighb rhood

15. su rbs
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Worksheet F2-13 R3: 93

2. Read and check.

1. Read the text below and decide which answer best fits each gap. Tick (✔) the answer.

B as

B real

B age

B invented

B realised

B man-made

B clean

B worked

B in

B stand

C including

C fact

C year

C made

C known

C artificial

C clear

C employed

C of

C be

Concrete seems (1)  a very new material because it is used so widely in modern 

construction, but, in (2)  , it is one of the oldest building materials of all. Floors 

made of concrete have been discovered in Syria and Jordan which (3)  back to 

6500 BCE.

Mud mixed with dried grass was (4)  into bricks in around 3,000 BCE in China 

and in Egypt. The pyramids were once (5)  to be constructed from natural 

rocks, but we now know that they are (6)  blocks of concrete.

It is (7)  that the Romans did not invent concrete, but they (8)  it 

in most of their construction from 600 BCE. By 200 BCE, they were making the concrete 

(9)  bricks and, today, 2,500 years later, many of their amazing constructions 

still (10)  , including bridges and temples to the gods.

Bricks and concrete

Practice for FIRST test (Type 1)
Reading a text  and choosing the missing word for each gap:  multiple-choice cloze

D be

D actual

D date

D built

D learnt

D unusual

D easy

D took

D from

D are

A like

A true

A time

A created

A thought

A unnatural

A open

A discovered

A into

A live

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
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Worksheet F2-14 R1: 94

A. event even event event

B. attraction attraction action attraction

C. parade parade pride parade

D. costume costume costume custom

E. celebrate celebrate celebrity celebrate

F. organise origins origins origins

G. feature feature feature future

H. competitor competitive competitor competitor

A. There’s a festival in Mexico for coming to age in age of age .

B. It’s for girls who reach 15  years old years-old year old .

C. The festival has a very long time date history .

D. It may have started a thousand years past ago back .

E. In the past in Mexico, it was the time for wedding marriage bride .

F. Now, it just means the end of childhood children child .

G. The girl changes her shoes during the show performance ceremony .

H. She is not a child any more. She’s a lady woman girl .

1. Read. Circle (O) the different word.

2. Read. Circle (O) the correct word or phrase.

3. Read and check.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (1)
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Worksheet F2-14 R2: 95

2. Read and check.

1.  Read. Complete the word in the correct form in each space.

Vocabulary for FIRST test (2)

There is a f  in Japan called Seijin-no-hi which c  

boys and girls coming of age. The e  dates from about 700 CE. It has its 

o  in a ceremony for an empress of the time. It happens on the second 

Monday in January and a  all the youths of the c  who 

become 20 that year.

The boys put on formal clothes and the girls wear t  dresses. They 

p  in an event at the town hall which f  a speech by a 

government official.

At the end of the event, the young people are d  to be adults.

Coming of age in Japan
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Worksheet F2-14 R3: 96

Practice for FIRST test (Type 6)

1. You are going to read a passage about a traditional event. Five sentences have been removed 
from the passage. Choose from A – F the sentence which fits each gap. Write the letter.  

 There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.

2. Read and check.

Reading and choosing the missing text for cohesion and coherence:  gapped text

A. It is called, appropriately, ‘Sweet Sixteen’. 

B. He replaces them with high heels which are a sign of adulthood. 

C. Coming of age ceremonies are common in many cultures.

D. It depicts her growing from babyhood to the present day.

E. It has a very long history, dating back hundreds of years. 

F. After the third time, he is wished good luck by everyone.

Coming of age in the US and Korea

In the USA, there is a coming-of-age ceremony for girls when they reach the age of 16.  

(1)   On the day of the ceremony, the girl lights 16 candles which represent 

16 important people in her life. Then she sits on a chair and her father helps her to take 

off the flat shoes which she is wearing. That represents the end of her life as a child.  

(2)   Then the girl dances with her father. Finally, all the participants watch 

a video of the girl’s life.  (3) 

In Korea, there is a coming-of-age ceremony called Goyuje for boys who have reached 

the age of 20.  (4)   Before going to the ceremony, the boy visits the grave 

of one of his ancestors. At the ceremony, he changes his clothes three times, listening to 

advice from his relatives each time.  (5)   Then he drinks from a special cup 

and bows to all the guests. Finally, the boy is given a new name and is declared an adult.
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Worksheet Review F2R R1: 97

2. Read and check.

1. Read the verbs. Write the nouns.

Verbs Nouns

amaze

astonish

compete

concentrate

contribute

depress

develop

encourage

enjoy

entertain

motivate

relax

remove

require

solve

amazement
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Worksheet Review F2R R2: 98

2. Read and check.

1. Read. Write a verb which can go with each preposition to make a phrasal verb with two 
possible uses.

Phrasal verbs Example uses

  up
stories for your children

with a friend so you can be friendly again

  up
a friend who has come to your town for the weekend

some posters in your bedroom

  up
a child because her parents are dead

a topic casually in conversation

  up
rubbish and put it in the bin

your child from school

  up
a university place which you have been offered

bird watching 

  up
a mess before your parents see it

a misunderstanding with a friend

  up
a photograph so you can see it better

an old factory to make space for new houses

  up
a kitchen with new electrical equipment

the buttons for a child

  up
the television so you can hear it better

unexpectedly at someone’s house

make
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Worksheet Review F2R R3R1: 99

2. Read and check.

1. Look. Read. Complete the words. Tick (✔) in the correct column.

adjectives food nouns

A. accessib

B. atmosphe

C. delicio

D. desse

E. die  

F. dis

G. emotion

H. exhausti

I. ingredie

J. magnifice

K. me

L. mysterio

M. organ

N. reasonab

O. reci

P. terrifyi

Q. val

N. vitam
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1. I   was   ad tted

2. I   got   p mission

3. His   atten nce

4. Her   con ntration

5. They   enc raged

6. I’m   d ng   a   lot 

7. The   res rch

8. I’ve   got   indep dence   now

9. She   d s

10. It’    a

11. His   j  

12. The   w es 

13. He’d   ra er   work

14. I   d ’t   work

15. It’s   not   per nent.   It’s

Worksheet Review F2R R3R2: 100

1. Read. Complete the words. Find the ending for each sentence. Write the number.

2. Read and check.

a part-time job.

are low.

at school was poor.

at the weekend.

indoors.

is badly-paid.

is not good at times.

is very interesting.

manual job.

me to apply to college.

of revision for a science test.

temporary.

to a top university.

to go home early

to make my own decisions.
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Worksheet Review F2R R4R1: 101

1. Read. Find the ending of each word connected with sports and activities. Write the number.

3. Read and check.

1. I started off quite slowly but in the end I won the ra  .

2. She’s very good at gy  , particularly the floor exercises.

3. Four major golf ch  are held every year.

4. I had a very good ski in  while I was on holiday.

5. He’s good at ball sports and things like high jump and javelin. He’s an all-round at  .

6. She plays well in most positions but she doesn’t like being the go  .

7. I quite like rugby but I don’t really understand the ru  .

8. He’s not very co  , so he prefers just doing activities for fun.

9. Quite a lot of modern activities, like paragliding, are da  if you don’t do them 
 properly.

10. I hate sports because I don’t like losing. I don’t really like wi  , either.

2.  Read. Write a word connected with sports and activities in each space.

1. trai

2. coa

3. athle

4. wind

5. weight

6. atta

7. defe

8. tourn

9. competi

10. team-

ament

ch

cker

lifting

mate

nder

ner

surfing

tics

tion
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Worksheet Review F2R R4R2: 102

1.  Read. Which word in italics do you need in each sentence? Circle (O) the correct word.

2. Read and check.

a. I went to see the latest  production / produce  by our local youth theatre.

b. They were  playing / doing  ‘Romeo and Juliet’. 

c. It was written by the  playwright / player  William Shakespeare.

d. I think he’s  famous / fame  all over the world.

e. I believe the plot of this play is well- known / knew , too.

f. It’s a  tragedy / tragic .

g. A boy and girl fall in love but they can’t get  marriage / married .

h. Their two families hate each  one / other .

i. In the end, both the main characters  die /kill .

j. The actors in the youth theatre are very  talent / talented .

k. I also think the  direction / director  is very good. She’s our English teacher.

l. It was a very good  performance / perform  by all the young people.

m. The  scene / scenery  was beautiful, too, just like Italy in the Middle Ages.

n. The audience  clapped / cheered  for a long time at the end.

o. The theatre  critic / critical  from our local newspaper has seen the show.

p. She said the girl who  played / did  Juliet will be a star one day.
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Worksheet Review F2R R5R1: 103

1. Read. Find the ending of each word connected with the mind. Write the number.

3. Read and check.

a. having the possibility of developing into something

b. expecting a lot of other people

c. strong enjoyment in something

d. strong belief that something will happen, usually good

e. think a situation is hopeless

f. liking to take risks, e.g. with holiday activities

g. a person’s normal behaviour and attitudes

h. not liking to take risks, e.g., in your life

2.  Read. Find a word from Exercise 1 for each definition below.

1. psycho

2. person

3. des

4. object

5. expec

6. poten

7. deman

8. adven

9. cau

10. enthus

ality

ding

iasm

logy

tation

pair

tial

tious

ive

turous
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1. All this stress is

2. I think this meat

3. I’m trying to get her to cut down

4. I can’t do without 

5. Can you put up with me

6. I’ll pick up some bread

7. Oh, no! The car’s stopping. We’ve

8. Have you come up with

9. You can throw

10. We’ll have to draw up

11. Are you ever going to get round to

12. I don’t think electric scooters 

Worksheet Review F2R R5R2: 104

1.  Read. Find the ending of each sentence. Write the number.

2. Read and check.

a checklist for the holiday.

any good ideas?

coffee in the morning.

for another few days?

getting her down.

has gone off.

on chocolate.

painting the kitchen?

run out of petrol!

those old clothes away.

when I’m at the shops.

will catch on.
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Worksheet Review F2R R6R1: 105

The animal kingdom

meat not meat as pets for work for food

wild domestic

main diet

3. Read and check.

a. has black and white stripes?

b. can repeat words from humans?

c. can help someone who is blind?

d. is killed for its pork and ham meat?

e. lives in lakes and rivers?

f. is the tallest animal in the world?

g. has one or two humps?

h. is one of the fastest animals on earth?

2.  Which animal in Exercise 1 ... 

camels          cats          cows          dogs          eagles          giraffes          goats          guard dogs
guide dogs           hippos          horses          lions           parrots            pigs             polar bears

rabbits                 rhinos               sheep              tigers              zebras

1.  Read. Write each animals in the correct group. Find four animals for each group.  

eagles   

zebra 
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Worksheet Review F2R R6R2: 106

1.  Read. Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, 
using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use between two and 
five words, including the word given.

2. Read and check.

1. I had a bad injury in an accident.

 WAS

 I  in an accident.

2. An ambulance took me to hospital.

 IN

 I  an ambulance.
 

3. I was examined there by a specialist.

 HAD

 I  by a specialist.
 

4. The specialist treated me well.

 SOME

 I  the specialist.
 

5. ‘The injury will get better soon’,  she said.

 WELL

 She said that the  .
 

6. She said I would soon be completely well again.

 FULL

 She said,  ‘You  .’
 

7. But now I feel really hot.

 A

 But now, I  .
 

8.  There’s nothing else wrong with me, though.

 OTHER

 But I don’t  .

was badly injured 
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Worksheet Review F2R R7R1: 107

1. Read. Write. Tick (✔) in the correct column.

2. Read and check.

home event animals health mind activities jobs food

athl tics

b sement

cel brate

delicio s

dise se

f nce

go t

gymn stics

h dge

ingredi nts

l ft

or gins

wl

personal ty

psychol gy

rec pe

sal ry

self-empl yed

sh d

s rgery

temp rary

tradition l

w rd

zebr
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Worksheet Review F2R R7R2: 108

1. Read. Write a verb in each space which goes with both phrases. 

2. Read and check.

A.  a baby a topic

B.  your buttons an old house

C.  with a person a train

D.  a person at the shops a tree on your bike

E.  on stage in the morning

F.  a story after an argument

G.  rubbish your son from school

H.  unwanted things a good opportunity

I.  a mirror a person for a short time

J.  milk petrol

K.  stamp collecting a place at university

L.  the radio the main road

M.  the television late

bring up
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